
A Terror attack on innocent people is usually followed by quick government action to prevent 

another catastrophe. Laws are strengthened keeping Fanatics holed up. “Public Cheering” acts 

of terror are viewed with disgust, individuals so engaged are scalawags and dangerous. 

Remember the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center? “Odd Balls” were cheering the event 

in Jersey City. That happened 18 years ago.  On December 9, 2018 in a much minimized 

version by far, a terror attack took place at our Town Hall Meeting. Zucker’s General Arthur 

Newman was viciously ripping a microphone from the hands of a member who was recognized 

to speak. The attack silenced the member from responding to FALSE NEWS. Such horrendous 

violence was cheered by “Odd Balls”. It was a re-play of the White House news conference 

just a month before, displaying a similar fiery exchange over a microphone, between Jim 

Acosta and a White House Aide. That brutality was not cheered by attendees; it was rebuked 

by National condemnation. Check here for the video. 

Looking backward, the substances that turned a “Town Hall Meeting” into a fiasco started 

within a question and answer period. Questions from members: “the $220 monthly 

supplemental dues each month extracted from the membership supposedly for tipping 

amounting to over $1 Million dollars, while employees get nothing from it.”  Mark Zucker 

disputed the membership, stating the Board never mentioned the $220 as tipping; he was 

forced to concede the scam, what he didn’t realize it was advertised on the Delaire Web.  It 

was a long standing fairytale, some 25 years. 

 “Why do the resident members pay $410 per month, $4900 yearly, for Clubhouse renovations 

and the non-residents and non-resident equity members using the Clubhouse pay NOTHING” 

Zucker’s response: “It was based on competition and cannot be undone”: FACT CHECK! Non-

resident membership is renewed each year. The Boards upshot, resident members must 

subsidize them. “4 Pinocchios” from the FACT CHECKER!  

The $3400 benefit to each member from the non-residents dues was questioned at the Town 

Hall meeting for a third time. Read: Zucker’s Letter September 17, 2018.  My Letter of July 11 

2018 .  

The Zucker response was “GIBBERISH”. He babbled around with unacceptable rhetoric.  Did 

anyone see a written detail?  How about GAAP certification from McGladrey? Claiming that 

the McGladrey review was reasonable without their writing it officially is continuing the 
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fiction! Instead of telling the TRUTH it was answered by a “fiery grabbing” of the Microphone 

by Delaire’s BULLY OF THE YEAR. Zucker watched it from his pulpit and did nothing about it. 

This is tantamount to sanctioning the slaughter! One wonders if this could have been a pre-

planned event.  Zucker lost control of the meeting and perhaps some of the people’s respect. 

Members left in disgust without an official closing. Acts of violence conducted by the elected 

onto members signals that Delaire is in “DECLINE”! Not a decline associated with our Web, a 

decline of civility by Board members. We only reveal the FAILURES, you DECIDE! 

Comparisons must be made to show our “Corporation not for Profit” Town Hall Meeting, in 

the same manner as a “Public Stockholders” meeting. How would public stockholders react at 

a “Stockholders Meeting” if during the questioning period, a stockholder having the same 

interests as the rest of the group,  asks pointed questions of the President of the Corporation, 

and is then violently attacked and silenced by a vice-president, as the President stands at his 

podium without making any reactions, except smiling. Fellow stockholders would not cheer 

such a repugnant act. The corporation would be purged, investigated by the SEC and probably 

not survive such a debacle! 
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